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Rough River 2018

As frequently is the case, weather
played an important part in this year’s
Rough River Fly-in.  During the week
before the event it appeared that the
event would be treated to CAVU
conditions but at the last minute many
changes occurred and surprises were
common.

Thursday had much of the east
enshrouded in foggy conditions with
light wind.

A stationary front moved off Friday and
the forecast was superb for the rest of
the Kentucky event.

In spite of the low conditions some 13
canards were parked on RR ramp by
the end of the day, Thursday.  Many
had shown their travel commitment
with multiple stops to allow weather
to improve along the way.

Friday was to be CAVU, but reality
lagged behind the forecast until the
morning fog finally burned off.  We
stood on the ramp and heard canards
buzzing around above the clouds, but
it took a while to find holes to get down.

Once the weather dam broke, in CAVU
conditions with little wind, there was a
constant stream of inbounds. The ramp
was soon covered.

Defiants were out in force reminding
the world that their 40th anniversary
celebration was not yet over. Harry
Manvel and Vernon Asper had their
superbly constructed heavy hauler
airplanes providing shade on the ramp.
An unfamiliar addition was there.  Ken
Swain arrived in Wilson’s Defiant which
he recently acquired.  The bird has
fresh engines but is about to get some
updates to satisfy Ken.

Jim Price flew longest distance from western Idaho

Friday’s early bird - Nick Ugolini

Friday’s foggy start      photo by Mike Toomey
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Nate Mullins made a brief appearance
in his 200 HP ULPower upgraded
Long-EZ.  It is a beautiful, clean and
high performance machine. The
exhaust system changes however,
were prompted by desire for a simpler
system and not performance.  The
system outlet location and downward
aiming angle increase drag and
decrease prop efficiency, a double hit.

Frequent formation flight displays
allowed time to get good photos as
Ryszard Zadow and the RAFE/Jet
Guys gang showed their proficiency.
RAFE currently has 5 airplanes in the
fleet and, remarkably now has a
certificated and IFR capable Speed
Canard.  That will allow legal check
outs in canard airplanes to satisfy
insurance requirements.  Complete
with heater, comfy seats and muffler a
new level of comfort will be offered.   It
seems RAFE is headed toward
becoming the “Flight Safety” of Rutan
canard airplanes. With Ryszard’s
focus on safety and pilot proficiency
I’m confident that such a checkout will
be very complete.

Bob Bittner, who last year showed off
his electronic fuel injection system, is
still flying and developing it.  He arrived
with 2 new ideas this year: a jack pad
to allow easy raising of a wheel to
permit wheel off maintenance and an
item of interest to all electric nose lift
owners.  Typical nose lifts have
relatively low current capable limit
switches and therefore blow circuit
breakers when subjected to heavy lifts.
A typical solution would be to install
relays for higher current capability.
Bob designed and flies a solid state
solution and is offering it to folks who
want to have a more lift capability with
no blown fuses, breakers.  Contact him
bbtapb@gmail.com  262-269-4224.
He has a limited number of circuit
boards so don’t wait or somebody else
will be flying “your” heavy lift solution.

Seemingly with no warning during a
period of perfect weather, there
seemed to be a mysterious mass
exodus.  The forecast for north central
states suddenly was filled with a front
and low IFR conditions.  The Iowa-
Minnesota- Wisconsin folks vanished
in a hurry to beat darkness and the
lousy “pop up” weather development.

Nate’s 200 HP ULP upgrade

fast fanny

Nose lift controller
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Dave Adams, the Long-EZ
ambassador, was doing his usual
thing of giving rides to anybody 8 to
80 years old in need.  There is always
somebody who is in need, like Lynette
Halter who drove from Florida just for
a canard ride, so the exhaust pipes
on N83DT were rarely cool during the
fly-in.

The Saturday CSA business meeting
is always well attended, since the
business part is really short and freebie
stuff: CSA Newsletter renewals,
flashlights, etc are handed out.  Jack
Mulqueen guaranteed that nobody
would go home without winning some
thing.  He brought a box containing
hundreds of 12v USB adapters in
various colors.

Nick Ugolini, the fly-in’s coordinator,
demonstrated his auctioneer skills
while selling big ticket items like a
$150 Hertzler Silver Bullet discount
certificate to help fund the tent and
other events for the future.  He is
looking into having free bottled water
and a possible Friday night ramp party
for next year.

The evening Tent Talk was kicked off
with Robert Harris’s Q&A on the
recent Lance Holey “Like a Long” jet
accident.  Lance’s widow, Janet was
in attendance and spoke briefly on her
feelings about the accident.  It was a
sad and grim reminder of the down
side of our sport.  My condolences
are offered to Janet and the family on
their crushing loss.

Robert was one of several witnesses
to the accident and reported that
N815EY had accumulated ~ 100
hours and had established a 261 kts
Vne at ~ 13,000 ft MSL.

ED - it was not known if Vne was
KIAS or KTAS.

The final flight was the first flight that
didn’t have a specific detailed flight test
mission planned and the last flight
before grounding to make some
changes, including reduction of winglet
size. Lance intended to take pictures
of the Jet Guys’ airplane.    While the
NTSB has not released a final
determination, Robert reported that it
seemed that flutter possibly caused
the in-flight low altitude breakup.
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Robert described the event sequence,
that 815EY took off and made a 270
degree turn, descended to ~100 feet
AGL crossing the departure end of the
active runway at an estimated 210 kts
when the left wing entered flutter, the
left winglet departed which caused  an
estimated 20 G pitch up.  The right
wing failed shortly after the left.

Nick Ugolini had the following time slot
and spoke about his canopy seal
method needed to reduce out flow.
Reduced out flow allows his inlet to
slightly pressurize the cabin to reduce
cold or rain intrusion.  When that was
coupled with a low pressure oil heater,
the Long-EZ became “comfy” even in
winter.

Nick offered a slick builder tip for
attaching lines, electric & mechanical,
to the sidewalls with minimum of
weight, $ and effort.  A flat board with
a groove is coated with release and
an insert and some micro are added
so when it is pressed together  a very
nice looking loop hanger is formed.
After cure, the sheet is cut into ~1/4”
wide strips 1” long.  When floxed or
JB Welded to the side wall it is
extremely strong and resistant to
tearing off.

Ryszard, wanting to save the best until
last, had the closing slot.  He reviewed
the accomplishments of RAFE during
the last year and reminded us that the
50th anniversary of the Rutan canard
would be in only 7 years.  We need to
prepare for a 50 airplane Glass
Overcast type of mission for OSH 2026.

Sunday morning dawned with a
somewhat uncluttered ramp since
many folks departed previously due to
weather at their destination.

 reduce to 1/4th height for less
drag and no cooling reduction

RAFE’s Long-EZ and Speed Canard
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certificated Speed Canard exhaust
seems like it could overheat the prop

Sights of Rough River
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jack pad

exhaust pipe deflector -  be
better on downstream side

pull pins and all is
open for inspection

oil door relase

Interesting Ideas

Nick’s Zip tie hangers


